WELCOME

I say this with the benef it of hindsight, but if there’s
one thing the Covid-19 pandemic has taught us , it’s the
true value of home. By grounding us , both literally and
metaphorically, the virus gave us time to stop, reflect and
reassess . Instead of looking for adventure and fulf ilment
far and wide, we sought solace and found safety in our
immediate environment: our homes . We discovered a
new appreciation for dining tables and meals shared with
loved ones , of f ices that seamlessly facilitated working from
home or outdoor spaces that allowed for communication
with mother nature.
The pandemic made us re- evaluate the way we live and
the things we prioritise, it made us take a fresh look at the
spaces we inhabit and by ex tension the things we choose
to surround ourselves with.
It’s against this unique backdrop that we designed our
latest collection of quality-led furniture. Of course, these
pieces f it within FR ATO’s signature international aesthetic,
but they were also created with superior functionality and
liveability in mind. Thus , we produced one of our most
ambitious and flexible modular sofas to date; imagined
oversized mirrors that reflect as much daylight as possible;
designed several new desks to suppor t remote working;
and brought to life a retro -futuristic armchair that incites
pure joy.
These and many more brand-new and desirable designs are
waiting to be discovered. We hope you love them as much
as we do.

Patrícia Serra Santos
Creative Director
TOBAGO Wall Lamp
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HIDDEN HILL S , Sofa | ANT WERP, Cof fee Table | TARTU, Side Table | GL ASGOW, Floor Lamp | NAR A , Bookcase | PARMA , Stool | K YOTO, Ceiling Lamp | HUE, Rug.

Named af ter the Californian city that nestles in
the upscale Santa Monica mountain region of Los
Angeles , our deep -seated, low-level HIDDEN HILL S
Sofa embodies the casual, carefree vibes that are
synonymous with luxurious West Coast living.

HIDDEN HILLS
Sofa
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Blending a modern, clean-lined silhouette with
laidback, loose-f it cushions , our HIDDEN HILL S
Sofa’s
signature
creamy- coloured
upholster y
incorporates cotton, linen and velvet, which
contrast beautifully with elements of exotic wood,
brushed brass and Calacatta Marble.

With nine sections to choose from, HIDDEN HILL S is
our most flexible sofa to date. Select pieces with or
without arms , incorporate a chaise, a marble-topped
table or a pouf, and organise to suit your space and
your lifestyle.

HIDDEN HILLS
Sofa
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FUJI

Dining Chair

Make yours the most talked about table in town and recreate a superior f ive-star dining
experience at home with the latest addition to our consummate seating collection: the
sophisticated FUJI Dining Armchair.

FUJI, Dining Armchair | PINOT, Dining Table | BILBAO, Sideboard | RENNES, Ceiling Lamp | ACCRA, Floor & Table Lamp | SEOUL, Console | SANTORINI, Tall Cabinet | HALONG, Rug.
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FUJIDining

Armchair

The f irst thing you notice about the stunning FUJI Dining
Armchair is its free-flowing silhouette, which is dramatically
outlined in dark solid wood. This flawlessly frames subtly
dif ferent upholster y fabrics , while accents of slimline
brushed brass complete the look.
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COLMAR, Bedside Table & Chest of Drawers | COMO, Bed | MISOOL, Chair | PORTL AND, Table lamp | SEAT TLE, Side Table | BURGOS, Bench | BELMONTE, Mirror | CUSCO, Rug.

If you like a coordinated look, you’ll love our covetable
COLMAR Collection. A brand-new family of functional
pieces , the line takes a signature silhouette and translates
it into a bedside table, a chest of drawers , a tall boy and a
desk.

COLMAR
Family
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COLMAR
Bedside

Table

Neat and chic, the cur vilinear COLMAR Bedside table
of fers convenient storage for organising a variety of
night-time essentials , cleverly creating two open
shelves by positioning the drawer at the centre of
the surrounding frame.

COLMAR

Chest of Drawers

A s with the rest of the collection, the elegant
COLMAR Chest of Drawers features a timeless
material blend of glossy and satin-f inished wood
veneer embellished with brushed brass , while all
three drawers are internally lined with suede for a
superior f inish.
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COLMAR

Tallboy

The f ive- drawer COLMAR Tallboy replaces hard edges
with sof t cur ves and blends good organisational
capacity with a small footprint, making it the go -to
storage option when floorspace is at a premium.

BURGOS

Bench

A seamless fabric- covered cuf f edged with brushed
brass wraps around the velvet-upholstered seat of the
BURGOS stool.
COLMAR, Tallboy | BURGOS, Stool.
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COLMAR, Desk | MARRAKESH, Armchair | SAINT-DENIS, Armchair | PARMA , Stool | KENT, Bookcase | OT TERLO, Rug.

COLMARDesk

With working from home on the rise, a functional and sophisticated
desk has become an absolute must-have. Considered from
ever y angle, the four- drawer COLMAR Design can be positioned
prominently in the centre of your of f ice space.
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COLMAR
Desk

A s with all FR ATO designs , the sleek COLMAR Desk is
inf initely customisable according to our librar y of dif ferent
materials and f inishes . You can choose from a selection
of metallics , lacquers and woods , while also altering the
colours and dimensions .
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KENTBookcase

The latest addition to our best-selling KENT Family
of furniture designs , this brand-new bookcase
continues the collection’s clean-lined aesthetic
with open wooden shelves and handle-free drawers
f inished with tex tured faux leather.
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CARMEL, Bed | EUGENE, Side table | CARMEL, Armchair | NAPLES, Table & Floor Lamp | HO CHI MINH, Side Table ;

CARMELBed

UTRECHT, Bench | L AGOA , Tallboy | K ASSEL, Wall Lamp | TRIER, Table Lamp | BOLIVAR, Rug.

When we asked ourselves whether the fundamental form of the much-loved CARMEL Dining Armchair could
work as a bed, the answer was a resounding yes! Simply layer cushions and linens to create the per fect sleep
spot.
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CARMELBed
Fully upholstered in a cotton-based fabric, the cocooning
form of the CARMEL Bed promotes rest and relaxation
with its gently cur ved headboard and linear details in
exotic wood veneer, while eye- catching metallic accents
add flair to the feet.
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EDINBURGH II, Desk | MADRID, Table Lamp | BORNEO, Dining Armchair | UBUD, Stool | GHENT, Rug.

EDINBURGH II

Desk

Def ined by an angular silhouette, the handsome EDINBURGH II Desk will appeal to those who
prioritise a streamlined workspace that aids concentration, while appreciating the metallic
embellishments that add a note of sophistication to its signature blend of veneer, lacquer and
solid wood.
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EDINBURGH
Desk

An innovative evolution of our popular EDINBURGH
design, the EDINBURGH II Desk provides a larger work
sur face area and incorporates a bank of four ver tical
drawers in addition to the two horizontal ones . Ergonomic
and practical, this block of suede-lined drawers can be
positioned on either the lef t or right-hand side depending
on individual preference.
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GINZ A , Console & Stool | PORTL AND, Table Lamp | QUITO, Rug.

GINZA
Console

and Stool

The graceful GINZ A Console and GINZ A Stool both pay homage to the iconic
shape of Japan’s traditional Torii gates . Seamlessly craf ted from delicately
veined, mid-toned wood veneer, each design uses ornamental elements of
brushed brass to emphasise its archetypal silhouette.
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SPLITBed

SPLIT, Bed | HVAR, Bedside Table | TRIESTE, Table Lamp | UBUD, Stool | GROUS, Side Table | KENT, Chest of Drawers ;

JUNEAU, Floor Lamp | COPENHAGEN, Armchair | AVIL A , Side Table | OSAK A , Mirror | PARAT Y, Rug.

Bring some hotel-style luxur y into your bedroom with the sophisticated SPLIT Bed, which attracts the eye to
its per fectly tailored headboard. Upholstered with ver tical seams to emphasise its height, the wraparound
headboard contrasts beautifully with the minimal solid wood and brushed-brass base.
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HVAR

Bedside Table and Desk

Named af ter the Croatian island, the HVAR Bedside Table and HVAR Desk celebrate the beauty of craf tsmanship
with ar tisanal details that feel quietly luxurious . Constructed predominantly from veneer, solid wood and
brushed brass , they represent the pinnacle of understated elegance.
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COPENHAGEN
Armchair

COPENHAGEN, Armchair | PORTL AND, Floor Lamp | CHARLESTON, Cof fee Table | QUITO, Rug.

A joy to look at and a delight to use, the comf y COPENHAGEN
Armchair welcomes you to sit with open arms . Seamlessly
upholstered in velvet and featuring a veneer and brushed-brass
base, it will introduce a retro -futuristic vibe to your space.
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TAIPEI

TAIPEI, Sideboard | CADIZ, Cof fee Table | HYDRA , Chair | BERLIN, Side Table | BELMONTE, Mirror | BYRON, Table Lamp | K ANSAS, Sofa | HUE, Rug | ASHI, Stool.

Sideboard

Employing a clean- cut prof ile, the suave TAIPEI
Sideboard adds tex ture and dimension to its form
with fluted door fronts and contrasting shades
of solid wood and veneer. Slimline brushed-brass
accents provide the f inal touch.
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TAIPEI

Sideboard
Putting the style into storage, the striking TAIPEI Sideboard can accommodate a variety of goods thanks to
four ample cupboard sections , while generous sur face space of fers an oppor tunity to get creative with display.
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TAIPEI
Tall

Cabinet

Storage that catches the eye but also keeps your space
feeling calm – the two - door TAIPEI ticks both boxes . It also
brings something new to our range of tall storage cabinets
with the addition of an open shelf at the base.
TAIPEI, Tall Cabinet | HYDRA , Chair | ASHI, Stool | CADIZ, Side Table | K ANDY, Wall Lamp HUE, Rug
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SEOUL
II
Desk

SEOUL II, Desk | MISOOL, Armchair | TRIESTE, Table Lamp | CABOCHON, Stool.

An aesthetic ex tension of our much-admired SEOUL Console, the multifaceted SEOUL II Desk is distinguished
by its angular silhouette, which is craf ted from sections of glossy lacquered wood that are linked by joints and
seams of lustrous brushed brass .
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SEOUL
II
Desk

A comprehensive bureau, the SEOUL II Desk ’s two
handle-free drawers complement its clean-lined
look, opening smoothly with a pleasing mechanical
click, while luxurious leather enhances the fronts
and sur face, enticing you to work.
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GSTA AD, Sofa | A ARHUS, Cof fee Table | LUCERNE, Armchair | CADIZ, Side Table | LUGANO, Shelving Unit | PORTL AND, Floor Lamp | CARACAS, Rug.

GSTAADSofa

All of our new pieces are designed to feel unique, but also sit
harmoniously within our wider collection – as is exemplif ied by
the GSTA AD Sofa. Here it’s paired with time-honoured pieces
including the LUGANO Bookcase, A ARHUS Cof fee Table and
LUCERNE Armchairs .
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GSTAADSofa

Sometimes all a design needs is a touch of
the unexpected – as it is the case with our
graceful GSTA AD Sofa. The design features a
simple solid wood base and blend of velvet
and cotton upholster y, but it’s the inset
section at the centre of the backrest that
makes this truly standout.
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CADIZ II

Side table

You might recognise the larger CADIZ Side Table
– it’s one of our established designs . It proved so
popular, we decided to make a smaller version in the
same material palette (lacquer, leather, marble and
brushed brass), creating a double-volume design
that of fers greater versatility.
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PORTLAND
Floor

and Table lamp

A glorious fusion of Estremoz marble, veneer, brushed brass
and opalescent glass , both the PORTL AND Floor Lamp and
PORTL AND Table Lamp appear as stunning sculptures by
day and equally alluring light sources by night.
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GSTA AD, Armchair | HAMPTONS, Side Table | QUITO, Rug .

GSTAAD
Armchair

A sophisticated blend of plain and subtly patterned
upholster y, the gorgeous GSTA AD Armchair’s distinctive
silhouette is gracefully outlined with contrast piping, while
a lacquered base and brushed-brass details enhance its
elegant aura. Position solo or as a pair for double the impact.
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HAMPTONS
Side table

We love to use materials in unexpected ways , as showcased by
the HAMPTONS Side Table. A double-volume design, it features
mirrored sur faces that play with light and reflections and fluted
pedestals that add tex ture, while veneer and brushed-brass
accents outline its silhouette.

Featuring a medley of dif ferent materials (stone, glossy veneer,
solid wood, brushed brass) and a trio of overlapping sur faces ,
the striking CHARLESTON Cof fee Table will bring a jazz-like
rhy thm to any space. Position where its intricate form can be
fully admired.

CHARLESTON
Coffee table
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JUNEAU

Family

JUNEAU, Ceiling Lamp | TRENTO, Dining Table | BASTILLE Dining Chair & Armchair | PADUA , Mirror | INVERNESS, Rug.

Named af ter the capital of the state of Alaska, this new
lighting collection includes a ceiling lamp, floor lamp and
wall lamp – plump for an individual design or all three for
a unif ied look.
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A medley of stone, veneer and brushed brass , the striking JUNE AU
Floor Lamp’s Impactful but streamlined silhouette makes it an
ideal option when space is tight, while twin shades direct light
where it’s most desired.

Craf ted from iridescent brushed brass , the eye- catching
JUNE AU Ceiling Lamp’s four shades point in dif ferent
directions , creating all-around ambient illumination.
You can also stipulate its height dimensions to ensure it
hangs at just the right level.

JUNEAU

Ceiling and Floorlamp
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BASTILLE

Dining Armchair

JUNEAU

Wall lamp

Like the ceiling and floor lamp, the tasteful JUNE AU Wall
Lamp features a white stone centre within its brushed-brass
shade. This not only conceals the light source, it also acts as
a dif fuser, casting a sof t, ambient glow.

A highly considered evolution of our beloved BASTILLE Dining Chair,
the immaculately upholstered BASTILLE Dining Armchair allows
you to opt for a formal arrangement by distinguishing the seats
positioned at the head of the table.
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TUSCANY
Cupboard

A marriage of function and form, the two - door
TUSCANY Cupboard grabs the attention with its
Ar t Deco -style detailing across the front. A blend of
veneer, solid wood and brushed brass , the design’s
smooth cur ves will add a sense of flow to your space.

CAPPADOCIA

Mirror

Not only will the CAPPADOCIA Mirror maximise
light and a sense of space in your home, it will add
a decorative touch with its original design, which
features a strip of fluted solid wood edged in brushed
brass through the centre of a circle of glass .
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MUMBAI
Sideboard

MUMBAI, Sideboard | CACERES, Table Lamp | DURBAN II, Mirror | MARRAKESH, Armchair | AVIL A , Side Table.

A ref ined combination of veneer, solid wood and
brushed brass , the two - drawer/two - door MUMBAI
Sideboard’s cur ved silhouette feels warm and
welcoming, while a striking architectural base
provides a conf ident f inish.
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CEUTA
Mirror

Side table

BRENTWOOD
Mirror

Par t mirror, par t display unit, the oversized BRENT WOOD
is designed to make an impact. Per fect for displaying
ornaments or propping ar tworks , the slimline shelves
are craf ted from wood veneer, backed with wallpaper
and embellished with brushed brass .

Inspired by our popular CEUTA Cof fee Table, the
ref ined CEUTA Side Table blends rounded edges and
smooth sur faces with a superior palette of stone,
veneer, solid wood and brushed brass . To keep
things looking tidy, simply slot the smaller volume
beneath the larger when not required.
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CEUTA , Side Table | BRENT WOOD, Mirror | COMO, Armchair | HALONG, Rug.

MELBOURNE, Console | KOBE, Mirror | CLOS, Table Lamp | AGRA , Stool.

Named af ter the historic city in nor thern California
at the hear t of the renowned winemaking region,
the classic SONOMA Console will make an elegant
and useful addition to your home. A pared-back
blend of veneer and brushed brass , this design will
stand the test of time.

Ideally suited to hallways or transitional spaces thanks to
its slimline form, the immaculate MELBOURNE Console
provides organisational and display space. Sculpted from
solid wood and veneer, it’s topped with a sleek stone
sur face that’s cool to the touch.

SONOMA
Console

MELBOURNE
Console
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SONOMA , Console | CAIRO, Amchair | JUNEAU, Wall Lamp.

DURHAM
Wall

lamp

TOBAGO
II
Wall

lamp

The vintage-inspired design of the desirable
DURHAM wall lamp features a sculptural silhouette
and a decadent material mix, which blends brushed
and knurled brass with wood veneer and stone.

Let your interior bask in the glow of the tasteful TOBAGO
Wall Lamp, a downlighter that features an attractive and
timeless blend of matt painted iron and light-reflecting
brushed brass .
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